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DEADLINES 

February 20. 1991 
OFFRAMP 

The Offramp issue of technology would like submissions of work and writings that 'will add to the 
confusion ..help clear things up ..will not provide a definition but rather a hundred possible 
definitions of what technology has to do with architecture and what architecture has to do with 
technology * They are interested in: 'ADVANCED GENDER MILITARY THEORETICAL 

CYBER SOLAR PRIMITIVE SOCIAL ENGINEERING COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES.* Send works and writings to Offramp at SCI-ARC, 1800 Berkeley Street, Santa 
Monica, CA 90404 by February 20ih 

March 1, 1991 
The Parks Council 

The Parks Council announces the establishment of the Philip N. Winslow Landscape Design 
Award to promote excellence in the design of pubhety accessible open space Projects eligible for 
consideration must have been completed (fully built) in the Iasi five yean within New York City. 
A panel of five jurors to be announced will choose the bonoree Landscape architects and other 
designers who have completed an applicable project are invited to enter For additional information 
and application forms, wme to Winslow Design Award. The Parks Council. 457 Madison Avt., 
New York, NY 10022. or call 212-838-9410. cxl 233. The deadline for entries is March \. 
1991. 

Luc Delcu. Grand Triumphant Arch, Barcelora. 1987 
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Luc Delcu, Grand Triumphant Arch. Ncuchatel. 1983 

PUBLICATIONS 

Fronf #4 
Repent of Explorations and Surveys of the Thirty Fifth Parallel 
A Project by Dan HofTman 21 pp 19 illustrations $10 paper. 

Front #3 
Project DMZ 

Theoretical proposals by international architects and artists for events, strategics, designs, objects 
and ideas to provoke the elimination of the DMZ and the reunification of North and South Korea. 
With essays by Frederick Ted Castle. Ken Saylor and Kyong Park 64 pp. 60 illustrations $8 
paper 

Front #2 
BUILDING PROJECTS by Macdonald & Salter 
Recent projects by the London-based architects, which express an explosive yet sensitive mamage 
between industrial machinery and anthropomorphic forms. Introduction by Lcbbcus Woods. 24 
pp 20 illustrations. $8 paper 

Please tend me: 

From §4 Reports of Eiploraixms end Survey! of the Thirty Fifth Pvallel ($10) 
From A3: Project DMZ ($8) 
From n BUILDING PROJECTS ($8) 
Kindly add 52 for postage and handling for one publication. $3 for I wo. $4 for 
three. Also, please make checks payable to STOREFRONT 

Address correction requested 



Urban development and planning should increase the 

number of possibilities, but they usually operate in a 
repressive atmosphere of what should or should not be 
done. In Belgium, building legislation, district plans, 

B P.A. (development plans), allotment regulations, the 
Order of Architects, administration, building premiums, 
and social premiums usually have a repressive effect and 

are hardly ever stimulating One example: the ecological 
call for the reduction of motor traffic will lead to 

repressive regulations (rush hour taxation, higher rates and 

taxes, higher petrol prices, stricter parking regulations), 
but it will not lead to improvements in public transport 
(more, belter and all-night). The advent of the T.G.V. in 
Europe will not be used to diversify the existing network: 

it will, to a large extent, run parallel to the present tracks 
Also the ideas behind the railway network remain national 

ideas, many tracks stop at national borders and there are 
amazingly few border crossings by rail. Antwerp, for 
instance, has no direct passenger train link with the Ruhr 

area, although a track partly alongside the Albert Canal 
might well be worthy of consideration. The above raises 

serious questions as to the morality of contemporary 

architecture, which considers building as a value in itself. 

Architecture as dogma. 

Exhibition 

Luc Deleu 
Scale & Perspective 
February 1-February 23, 1991 
GALLERY HOURS Tucsday-Saiunlay. 12-6 pm 
OPENING RECEPTION Friday. February 1,6-* pm 

Architecture has two basic scales man and the earth 
Architecture as OR BAN PLANNING (the world scale as 

context) can. in a modest way. contribute to a substantial 

improvement of the general climate of life on earth 
Architecture could see to it that “earthly space" is better 

organized, made more comfortable and intense To achieve 
this, the disuncuon between "beautiful" and "good" (now 

indistinguishable in bourgeois parlance) must be restored 

There is a great need for new visionary models for the 
“earthly space “ Contemporary architects may deny it, but 

the architect helps to shape society, for the simple reason 
that he or she has no choice but to work within a social 

context and space 

Luc Dcleu, Scale A Perspective, Ghent. 1986 

Proposal for visible telephone wiring and electricity 
cables. Proposal to declassify monuments and recycle 
them into social housing Proposal for free masonry. 

Proposal for protection of weeds Proposal for city 

beehives. Advice to close the zoo (in Antwerp) Proposal 
for abolition of the law on the protection of title and 

profession of architect. Proposal for roof horticulture. 
Proposal to switch to biological power Proposal to slop 

leisure activities. Proposal for the restoration of the public 

transport Proposal for road softening Proposal for roof 

pavements. Proposal for urban agriculture, urban 
horticulture, and urban forestry. Proposal for city orchards. 

city pastures, and urban cattle Proposal for urban fishing 
ponds Proposal for urban game 

Luc Dcleu. Scale A Perspective. Montevideo space, Antwerp. 1981 Complying with this ethical architectural brief is a 
challenge, but also a major source of inspiration for every 

archnccL T.O.P. office (Turn On Planning) tries to keep 

these objectives in mind, and can always be recognized by 
a consistent adherence to them, rather than by a consistent 

form PROJECTS: 
Scale A Perspective, installation experiments 

1981-86 
Housing (A) the City, Barcelona, 

competition entry based on scale and 

perspective principle, 1989 
Barcelona Apartment , 1990 

Container Bridge, 1990 

Mobile Medium University Bevisted, 1989 

Registry Offices in "De Hef" Rotterdam, 
1990 

Between 1970 and 1980, w hen T O P. ofTicc was sull a 
one-man organization with occasional contributors, the 

basis for this approach was created I look it upon myself 
to question architecture and building in general. Soon I 

found out that, especially in the Western world, loo much 
is built too quickly and too rashly; that building is the 
primary polluuon on this earth, and that few people in the 

building process realize that earthly space is finite and that 
further annexation of farming land will lead to starvation 

of others. I also understood that the surface of the sea 

could be used and that architecture doesn't necessarily lead 

to immobile structures, and that mobile structures can be 
valid alternatives. 

These proposals were first visualized in a project for the 

Quarticr dcs Halles-district in Pans The principal idea is 
that not building a far-fetched programme preserves the 

distnet for the future The present situation has a powerful 
character of its own and could, with minimal aJtcrauons, 

generate all kinds of life in and around this distncL 

Earth, Passengers and Buildings This approach docs not ncccssanly lead to a denial of 

architecture On the contrary, where possible it can lead in 
a more intense kind ol architecture, more I irmly batkod in 
society This does imply that the architect has to surrender 

his immediate building ambiuons to a more theoretical 

and conceptual approach (He could, for instance, play 

with Lego blocks or containers ) To demonstrate this. I 
decided in 1980 to develop a new urban development 

principle: "Seale A Perspective.* Whereas, since 
anuquity, the axial, more or less symmetrical perspective 

has always been a well-known and much-used means of 

achieving monumentality, I developed an idea of standing 
and lying volumes, based on sleeping and waking man. 

which offers a more playful and dynamic monumenialily 

and invites the visitor to explore the entire building, 
watching identical spaces and volumes from ever-changing 

angles. With a project based on this principle T O P 

office received in 1989 an honourable mention at the 

Housing A the City compeution in Barcelona It is a 

combination of a standing and a lying volume, 

incorporating most urban functions and a wide ‘promenade 
arthiuxiuralc " This project is the most elaborate so far 

change, too. Hie traditional place of architecture in society 
has become obsolete. The concept needs to be redefined 
Its task, contents, aims, realization, and its emergence in 
social space must be re-examined 

how they could combine more functions within 
themselves (thereby allcviaung the pressure on the 

country) and still ofTcr greater freedom to their in habitants 
It was a foregone conclusion: greater chaos means greater 
individual freedom and in this chaos a higher order can be 

The architect would seem to be the obvious person to 
question architecture, but he is the only person who 

doesn't. Although everyone knows that lack of destination 

leads to aimlessness, hardly any thinking has been done 
about the aims of architecture since the demise of the 
“modernist heroes “ I can't get away from the impression 

that architects today tend to concentrate on details at the 
expense of the broad outlines 

As early as 1980. in my “Oban Planning Manifesto.’ I 

pointed out the necessity of looking at architecture on a 
global scale. This immediately and clearly points up the 

relative significance of a building, especially with a view 

to the total number of buildings. Since the explosive 
development of transport (and the transfer of information) 
in the twentieth century, infrastructures in the world have 
become all-important. And. although in many places in 

the world it has become almost impossible to create new 
waterways, railways, motorways, and airways, this spatial 
problem is hardly ever thought of as an architectural one. 

Improbable as ti may seem, the mam issue is fell to be a 

quanta* nigligeable. All too often, architects are 
preoccupied with commissions, functions, side issues and 

objectives that are unworthy of architecture. And when 
architects do go to great lengths to design the most 

wonderful spaces, “earthly space* is left to its own 
devices, to be ruined and wasted by the monetary and 

political lobby, without any protest, interest or concern 
from architects A strange reality' 

The urban development basis for T O P office's wort 

could now be formulated in a number of proposals 
(proposals arc only proposals) and recommendations 

Proposal for iotaI decentralization (of Antwerp) Proposal 

for complete abolishment of traffic rules (in Antwerp). 

Proposal for complete disuse of the public lighting 

Proposal to plant fruit avenues. Proposal to switch to 12 

volts Proposal for the implantation of urban dunghillls). 
Proposal to introduce plastic money (in Brussels). 
Proposal for long lawns Proposal for an open sewerage 

(in Bruges). Proposal for mobile monuments Proposal 

for an international dunghill in the Sahara Proposal for 

naked Olympic Games (in Montreal). Proposal for urban 
wood production Proposal to shoot nuclear waste to the 
sun Proposal for car free noons Proposal for non¬ 

prog rammed TV broadcasts. Advice for vegetable boxes 

instead of flower-boxes Advice for consumption strikes 
Proposal for an irrigation system using rain water 

This theoretical and conceptual approach, a continually 
recurring theme with T O P. office, allows me. as an 

architect, to assume a very radical stance towards the 

building customer, an attitude which is also a forceful 

indictment against the monopoly of architects (as laid 
down by law in Belgium). When I started up “Scale A 

Perspective," I also decided to build a great many ready¬ 

made houses. I realized the clients' drawings or sketches 
with hardly any aJtcmauoas. The hand of the architect was 

absent. The totality of these houses was called “Luc Delcu 

manifesto to the Order" This project proves that it is 
totally unnecessary to give architects the monopoly of 

building; that in many eases their expertise is unnecessary 

and even undesirable. I am convinced that principals 
should only be given houses or buildings that they can 

visualize I am even of the opinion that plans are not 
always necessary for building! 

Apart from its material function, architecture has a 
spiritual function and task. The imaginative power of 
architecture must create examples for the future 

Architecture must express, record and pass on future 
perspectives, and it must stimulate the imagination: 

architecture as medium, as data carrier for future 
generations It is not even necessary for architecture to be 

realized, and not every space needs architectural 
envelopment The primordial requirement of architecture is 
that it should guarantee the freedom of the individual The 
creation of freedom is the creation of spiritual space. 

The fact that architects solve today's problems docs not 
mean that architecture is only rooted in the present. It is 

also rooted in the future. After all, infrastructure and 
architecture have a long to very long life span Fate forces 
us to make a choice for many generations to come It is of 

the greatest importance that the individual should preserve 
his or her freedom. 

It seems more logical to me that, if one wants to have 

control over the building process, if one wants to make 

district plans, structural plans, development plans and 
such, these only make sense if they serve to enable the 

‘family as principal' to design and build ils own nest in 
total freedom. However, when structures (like limned 

liability companies, promoters, multinationals, political 

groups, central administrations) take to building, society 
must be able to exercise the strictest possible supervision, 
in order to protect the individual quality of the family 

from plagues caused by monocultures. In short, like the 
freedom of the individual is sacred, the containment of 
structures is necessary. So chaos should be seen as an 

acquired right of the individual, and order as the 

counterforce unleashed by the individual within an 
organization 

I feel that within the broadest possible framework the 
architect can supply the examples for this. 

Luc Dcleu. 1990 
Reprinted from Forum (34/1) 

Translated by Wiebe van dcr Wal 

LuC Delcu, Scale A Perspective 

FORUM Living in Virtual Reality (Part I) 
ORGANIZATION 

This is a claim to stake a new territory. A large 
uncharted alternative space anyone should have acees to. 

While the issues of ‘virtual reality’ and ‘cyberspace’ have 
received much attention lately, their definitions arc sull 
somewhat muddled because the two terms are often used 

interchangeably. If the so-called virtual reality is definitely 
a cybernetic environment, cyberspace seems to me to 
belong more properly to the realm of sci-fi literature It is 

the nearly-infmitc universe of data stored in the 
mainframes that run the world, and where today's real 

hackers or the console-jockeys of the novelist William 
Gibson ‘jack into the net." in order to ride through, 

experience, alter or purely steal mformauon. Of course, 
we want access to cyberspace by any means, but in 

Gibson s creations the access to such space is obtained by 
a direct mindto-computer connection, a feat that by the 

current technological state of the art alas is not yet 

possible. 

Letters 

For a Storefront HyperARCIIITEXT 

requires a system and formal for improved 

commumcauons if it is to serve wnung. discussion, and 

tcxi--liicrary/artislic dialoguc--as fully as it docs visual 
dialogue. Since textual exchange is. ironically, the 

foundauon for architectural discourse, the neglect of such 
vcrbal/icxtual exchanges and its records in the context of 

Storefront's history fosters an mformauon void It is this 
void that Storefront needs to fill, creating a forum that 

will bring together new writers and those who arc 
currently engaged in a dialogue revolving around the 

gallery, but who, precisely for a lack of a forum arc 
essentially unrecognized Storefront participants. 

Several formats are already in place at Storefront, such as 
discussions and publicauons. Yet they do not support the 

notion of a sustained, multifaceted dialogue about 
Storefront activities and their relationship to each other or 

the outside world: to politics, literary theory, philosophy, 
aesthetics, architectural history and theory -even anecdote 

The computer production of virtual reality, while being an 
invaluable tool for the designer (from buildings to 
molecular structures), is both a "simulation." thus 

furthering the age of the simulacrum, i.e. a totally 
synthetic illuson. and a highly scientific and precise 

rendiuon of the physical charactcmucs of a non-existing 

environment which we can experience and interact with 
Anything that can be imagined can be made perceivable as 

material. Virtual reality is an object of desire, finally 

obtained One thinks of the words both of Georges 
Bataillc: 'With clear consciousness. I devote myself to the 

conquest of an inaccessible object," and of Baudnllard (in 
‘De la Seduction", here freely translated): "...from 

Machiavelli on politicians probably always knew that at 
the ongm of power lies a maim of simulated space, 

politics are not a funcuon or a real space, bui a model of 

simulation whose manifest acts are nothing but a 

materialized efTccL (...) precise simulacrum hidden in the 
heart of reality, and from which it depends in all its 
operations: it is the secret itself of appearance.* 

Various electronic forms arc currently employed 
(especially in university English departments) that could 

serve as a prototype for organizing an mformauon/mcdia 

system at Storefront, one that employs electronic paths 
and icons to frame co-authored documents collectively, 

providing a multi authored history of the gallery and its 
satellite activities while also presenting a channel for 

unrestricted insertion of ideas, opinions, notes, and lexis 

(eventually drawings, digitalized photographs, video, and 

audio etc.) by anyone willing to venture into the computer 
database Loosely following the model of a hypertext 
document as devised for literary study and documentation 

a system of computerized nodes and links of interactive 
text, graphics, video, and sound that can be entered and 
exited from various points in the hyperdocument, 

allowing multiple users to browse, read, or co-author 
mformauon--Storefront could create and stimulate dialogue 

between the gallery's willing but currently silent visitors, 

its critics and champions, artists and architects, and ns 

writers And once on line, this hyper ARCH 1TEXT could 

be available to any individual or group equipped with a 
computer and modem 

Virtual reality is a space of desires. Alice's Universe. We 

can have it and yet it will never be a material possession 
this is a very democrauc principle, because possession and 

control (of anything) is simply abjeeL 

We love adventure and risk, we long for new frontiers to 

be opened, new territories to be explored, but there will be 

no “conquest", no national Hags will be stuck in these 

lands of the mind. The “other" reality we can occasionally 

attain by disembodied experiences or through an is here: 
all we have to lose are the limits of our brains. We ll gaze 

in wonder and we ll probably learn what perception is 

really about. 

Gianfranco Mantegna 
By beginning an electronic net of architectural 
mformauon. Storefront would be statcgicaJly positioning 
itself to benefit from the growth of. and individual reliance 
on. electronic com munication media. In doing so, 
Storefront, even with technologically modest hardware and 
software, would begin to position itself not only as an 

architectural communication center, an organization with a 

process-documentary of itself, but also as an ex pen mental, 

showcase model to other organizations for the arrangement 
and transformation of hypertext into hypcr-ARCHITFXT 

Upcoming Exhibitions 

Pearson Post Industries Defense 
Entertainment Technologies 
1991 

Dennis L Do I lens 
New York City Empty Pedestals Project 

1991 
Storefront Note: 

We share Mr. Dullcns’s dissatisfaction with the rhythm 

here of apparition and disappearance of artists and 

architects without a range of response. So. while we are as 
yet not ready to go on-line, we are currently preparing for 
publication a ‘history* of Storefront, and we will shortly 

be putting out the first edition of a newspaper to serve the 
larger Storefront community. 

(iiinther Domen 
1992 

STAFF 
Kyong Park Foundcr/Director 

Shinn Neshat Co-Director 
Jane Dodds: Co-Dutetor 

Stephen Korns Disc Program Director 
David Hanawall: Graphic Design 
Howard F. Seligman Treasurer 

Raul Bustos: Installation Assistant 
Sung Joo: Installation Assistant 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Clifton Balch 

Mojdeh Baratioo 
Elizabeth DiUer 

Dennis L. Do I lens 

David Hammons 
Buff Kavclman 
Richard Plunz 
Lucio Pozzi 

BOARD OF ADVISORS 
Kent Barwick 
Peter Cook 

Chns Dcrcon 

Richard Haas 

Nam June Paik 
Michael Sorkin 

STOREFRONT for An and Architecture is a not for-profit organization supported by the New 
York State Council on the Arts. National Endowment for the Ans. foundations, corporations and 
individuals 

Individuals 

Individual supporters arc the foundauon for all of STOREFRONTS programs Without the ideas, 
critical feedback, program participation, helping hands, and financial assistance, which so many of 

you have generously provided in the post STOREFRONT would never have survived to begin 
this, our ninth year of exhibitions, discussions, special projects and publicauons So. once again, 

we thank you. and urge you not to take STOREFRONTS existence for granted 

CONTRIBUTORS ($30 or more): Todd Ayoung, Roger Bccston , Robert Beyer. Enc 
Breilhan. Danutl J. Bruzas. In-Souk Cho, Sherman Clarke, JefT and Cynthia Cox. Joseph A. 

De Pace. Wendy Feuer, Clark Fidelia, May Gardner, Cindy Preston A Jim Gross. Reinaldo P 
Gutierrez, Lawrence M. Guaerman. Donald Harvey. Teh Ching Hsich. Marshall Hyde, Huzela 

Irfini. Jonathan Kiri. Cann Kyoni. Armond LeGardeur. Wayne A Linker. Lucy Lippard. Charles 

F. Lowrey, Elizabeth Martin, James McCormack. Amy B. Miller. Joan Mnchdl. Chns Neville. 

Keisuke Oki. Linda Poliak, Dagmar Richter. Howard Rosenthal. Jefferson Schicrbcek. Barbara D. 
Stabin. Wood ♦ Design 

DONORS ($50 or more): Ash ok Bhavnam, Susan Chorpenmng. Jams Hall, Peter Lund Jensen. 
Mary Miss, Wendy ♦ Mike Nadlcr, Christopher Scholz. DanicJ Schmitt. Harry R. Simino. Dennis 

Adams and Jody R Walker. Michael Manfrcdi and Man on Weiss, Henry Zcmel 

SUST AINERS ($100 or more): *'Olga ♦ John Balch. Michele Benomcn, Howard M Cohn, 

Mana Del Rio. Dirk Denison. Ellcrbc Bcckct. Inc,, Gifford Foundauon. Leslie Gill, David 
H ana wall and T Cousins. Henry Smith-Miller ♦ Hawkinson Architects. Louise Hoffman. Craig 
S. Konyk and Matilda McQuaid. Studio Partnership Architects 

SPONSORS (S250 or more): Louis Muller, Gilbert P Schafer III 

PATRONS ($500 or more): Yaron Hecker. Eytan Kaufman 

BENEFACTORS ($1,000 or more): Philip Johnson 

FOUNDATIONS 
The LEF Foundauon 

Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Ans 
OSG Foundauon 

The Reed Foundauon, Inc. 

The Andy Warhol Foundauon for the Visual Arts, Inc. 

SPECIAL SUPPORT FOR LUC DELEU: Seale A Perspective 

Minister of Culture of the Flemish Community 

VERY SPECIAL SUPPORT FOR STOREFRONT AND THE PUBLICATION 

OF STOREFRONT 1982-90 WAS GENEROUSLY GIVEN BY THE FIRST 

ANNUAL BENEFIT EXHIBITION A AUCTION COMMITTEE: 

Dennis L Do I lens. Laune Hawkinson. Buff Kavclman. Larry Shopmakcr 
AND THE ARTISTS AND ARCHITECTS WHO DONATED WORKS FOR THE 
EXHIBITION AND AUCTION HELD AT COOPER UNION 12/8/90: 

Clifton Balch and Moji BaraUoo. Marc Blanc. Tony Candido. MeJ Chin. Teny Lee Dill. Russell 

Epprecht, Sandy Gellis. Gordon Gilbert, Dan Graham. Richard Haas. Zvi Hecker. Dan Hoffman. 
Steven Holl, Dragon Illicit, K/K Research ♦ Development/ Ken Kaplan and Ted Krueger. Brad 

Mclamad. Enne Mtrades ♦ Carmc Pinos. Luca Pizzonu. Lucio Pozzi. Howard Rosenthal. 
Elizabeth DiUer ♦ Ricardo ScoIkIjo. Michael Sorttn, Allan Wexlcr. 

Tod Williams and Billie Tsien. Micrle Ukclcs. Mike Webb. David WcJls. Peter Wilson. 

James WincVSlTE 
ALSO. THANKS TO: Steve Camrel. and Frcdcrieke Taylor 

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION 
I would l*e to make a ol $_to STOREFRONT The 
contribution is lax deductable to the lull extent ot the law. and the check 
should be made payable to STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE. 

CONTRIBUTOR $30 Of more 
DONOR $50 or more 

SUSTAINER $100 or more 
SPONSOR $250 or more 
PATRON $500 or more 
BENEFACTOR $1000 or more 

Name Telephone 

Slreet 

City 

Luc Dcleu. Housing tA) ike City, Bane Iona, IW 


